Impossible
Note: For less experienced players, it’s a good idea to warm up by playing Rush Hour Gridlock before you try this game.

Type of Game:
Rush Hour Impossible is a multi player competitive game.

Super Solver Skills:
The purpose of this lab is to expose players to the difference between a problem that has a solution and a problem that doesn’t.
Players will learn to explain how they are sure that a puzzle cannot be solved, and describe their logical reasoning. Focus is on the
Super Solver First S. Problem Solving Steps.

Understand the Problem:
The problem is to understand the boundaries between a solvable and an unsolvable problem. Your strategy should be to get lots of
practice with developing game challenges and keep practicing until you start seeing patterns. Once this happens, players improve
quickly. “Understanding the Problem” should always be your first Problem Solving Step.
This game is recommended for advanced players.

Setup:
Game is played with two teams of two players (four players total). Each player uses their own Rush Hour game (four games total).
Have paper & pencils available for each player; graph paper if possible.

The Object:
Each team creates two Rush Hour challenges, one challenge on each of their boards. One of the challenges should be possible to
solve, the other, impossible. Teams then switch their challenges and race to be the first team to solve the solvable puzzle and
determine why the unsolvable puzzle can’t be solved.

To Play:
1. Leader sets the amount of time teams can have to create their two challenges. (Recommended time is 5 minutes, but you may
wish to vary this with your group). We recommend that players begin by using no more than 8 pieces.
2. When teams have set up their two challenges, players draw a diagram showing the position of the pieces in each of their puzzles.
This diagram serves as a record of Start positions. Teams then switch challenges.
3. The winning team must (a) solve the solvable challenge and (x) explain why the unsolvable challenge cannot be solved. The first
team to do this raises their hands and explains to the opposing team what it is that makes the second puzzle unsolvable. If they do
this successfully, they are the winning team.
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4. If one team can prove that both of the other team’s challenges are either solvable or unsolvable, they are the winners he/she can
think of.
3. Players continue in turn placing vehicles until one or more players declare that the challenge has become unsolvable.
4. Once a challenge has been declared unsolvable, all players discuss and come to an agreement about whether the challenge can
or cannot be solved.
5. If the challenge is unsolvable, all declaring players earn a point. If the challenge can be solved, players who did not declare earn a
point.
6. Keep playing! Our recommendation is that games should keep going until one group gets at least four points.
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Sample game. As pieces are added, the
solution gets longer, and harder to
visualize.
The final position here is solvable,
but quite tricky.
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